EFF Classroom Example

**Name of Activity**  *Skill Wheel Bingo*

**Framework Component**  Skill Wheel

**Submitted By**  Jane Meyer

**Program**  Canton City Schools ABLE

**Address**  618 2nd St. NW
Canton, OH 44703

**Phone**  330-588-2148

**Email**  meyer_j@ccsdistrict.org

Describe what you did including how you used EFF and the results produced.

Using the Skill Wheel, participants should introduce themselves and tell one specific way they have used any skill this past week. Write your name in that section of the wheel. Fill up your wheel with the names of 16 different people. A prize can be given for the first person to complete the skills. Debrief about this activity. Was it difficult to find someone who had planned, cooperated, etc. this week? These are skills adults use every day or at least every week in their lives to be effective at work, in their families and communities. This is why EFF looks at more than just the academic skills and begins to address all the other skills listed on the wheel.